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WE'RE IN THE MONEY.

Fewer than 1,000 Babson undergrads spend an estimated $1,500,000 every school year on personal expenses alone. Want to reach them? See us.
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Box 140 Babson Park, Massachusetts 02157
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Go ask any small car owner if he can count on a BUYER PROTECTION PLAN like the one you’ll get with our

$1999* GREMLIN

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price. State and local taxes, if any, destination charges and options extra.
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Got a moment? Know your cars?

This isn’t really a crossword puzzle, because the only words across tell you what Ford Motor Company does, and we’ve filled that in for you already.

But, reading down, numbers one through fifteen are names of cars we build. When you figure them out you’ll see that Ford Motor Company does offer an across-the-board selection of all kinds of cars, from subcompact to personal sporty cars, to luxury cars.

Here are your clues:
1. This car was 50 years old in 1971—two words, and keep right on going around the corner and across the bottom. The luxury Mark IV is a step up from this one.
2. Lincoln-Mercury’s “Sexy European import.”
3. Sales records were broken when this car was introduced in 1964. It’s in Ford Division’s corral.
4. This might be a puzzler. It’s low, rakish, a body-by-Ghia, and imported for Lincoln-Mercury. It’s only 43 inches high.
5. 6, 7. All begin with “M” and all are built by Lincoln-Mercury.
8. This one started it all, and still stands by itself (where we have placed it in this puzzle).
9. Not a car, not a truck, but this Ford Division product is an excellent, all-around type vehicle.
10. Holley’s big one was around long before our small one. Lincoln-Mercury builds it.
11. A Ford Division intermediate product with an Italian flavor name.
12. Ford Division built this one to compete with the European imports.
13. A loner, but not in popularity. Ford Division builds it.
14. This “Cat” is a purrfect personal sports car.
15. We almost ran out of room, but everyone shortens the name of this car anyway. A luxurious personal car.

If you get stuck and can’t figure out all the names, we’ll help you out. Just write to Ford Motor Company Listens, The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48121, and we’ll do whatever we can to assist you. In fact, write us about anything that’s on your mind. We’re always glad to hear from you.

Ford

...has a better idea (we listen better)
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IT'S FUN TO BE THE OWNER OF A RACE HORSE
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We knew black was beautiful long before it became popular.

Today black is beautiful. But wasn't it always?

We here at Johnson Products think so. And we've been proving it since 1954. That's when we started filling the hair care needs of black men and women.

And while filling those needs is our primary goal, we are still committed to the struggle for economic development within our community. Our involvement in community affairs reaffirms that commitment.

We take pride in providing many jobs within our community. As we grow, we'll provide more. And you're helping us to get bigger every year.

We're proud of the products that we manufacture. The way you've supported them shows that you're proud of them too. It's because of your support that Johnson Products Company is the largest manufacturer of hair care preparations for black men and women.

ULTRA WAVE, our first line of products for men, is enjoying continued success. You've kept it going.

AFRO SHEEN, introduced in 1968, is now the leading line of products for the natural. Thanks to you.

ULTRA SHEEN, our leading line, offers a wide variety of products for women. Because we knew you wanted them.

ULTRA SHEEN FACIAL FASHIONS are the newest additions to the Johnson Products family. Now you have makeup as beautiful as you are.

The Johnson Products Company looks forward to continuing its work in the black community for many years to come.

And, you know, it's beautiful work.

JOHNSON PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60620
BABSON'S WASHINGTON SERVICE
Followed Regularly By Business
Men and Women Throughout the
Country.
—$36 Annually—
50% Discount to Babson Graduates

BABSON'S INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICES
Designed and Priced to Meet the Special Needs
of Individual Investors. Special Discounts
to Babson Graduates

We Enjoy
Serving the
Finest Clientele in the Country
Through our Several Departments

BABSON'S REPORTS

Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181
Founded by Roger W. Babson 1904
Whether on Campus, or out in the
Business World, We are Pleased
to Have the Privilege of Counting
so Many Babson Men Among
Our Thousands Of Clients

TELEGROWTH
Babson's New Telegraphic
Growth Portfolio Service
BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1972
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TO THE CLASS OF '72:
MAY YOU GET YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH

THE STAFF
L. Antonelli Iron Works, Inc.

177 Willard Street, Quincy, Mass. 02169

*Fabricators of*
Structural Steel, Ornamental Iron and Building Specialties

*Manufacturers of*
Longspan Joists and Steel Bar Joists

Telephone 479-9000
It takes PEOPLE with the knowledge, understanding and willingness to serve you.

Automation has revolutionized much of our society, but yearbooks still require much individual attention. T. O'Toole and Sons, one of the first printers in the nation to produce yearbooks by offset brings to you progressive ideas tempered by experience and a reputation for painstaking workmanship. Our factory trained sales staff is always available for individual advice. Because of their backgrounds in the printing industry these representatives can easily solve any problems you may encounter with yearbook production—themes, layout, use of color, fitting copy, line drawings, advertising, proofreading and photography. Our modern plant extends a constant invitation to yearbook staffs and their advisors. Feel free to stop in at any time for an introduction to today's printing.